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Marriage, has become so bastardized in this modern age, that many people have given-up the idea of achieving an excellent marriage.
Homes are breaking up at an alarming rate. Divorce rate has reached an all-time high. More and more people are making up their mind never
to get married, simply because they believe that marriage no longer works. There is a right way to locate or be located by the right partner.
God did not leave us in the dark concerning this divine institution called marriage. This book reveals the mind of God on how to attract your
divine partner.
Your head is the symbol of your glory. It can be caged. It can be perverted. It can be polluted. This book covers how your head can be
delivered
Anti-breakthrough powers are powers contending for a person's victory. They are powers that are designated to stagnate a person. They limit
and stagnate progress. This is your opportunity to deal with them.
Deliverance of the Brain is without a doubt, a masterpiece. Reading it will add value to your brain. It brings to the fore, the depth of your
intellectual endowment and shows you what it takes to obtain, and experience and retain sound mental health. While this book will show you
how to maximize your mental capacity, it will also lead you unto deliverance from every form of mental affliction. This book will move every
reader forward. It will put an end to every activity of the enemy in the area of the brain
This is a compilation of monthly Power Must Change Hands programs for the last 16years. This books contains prayers for every situations financial, marital, spiritual, ministerial, educational, emotional and health. Each prayer program comes with bible passages, confession and
prayer points. the prayer points in this book are Holy Ghost anointed. A must have for every christian who desire to live a victorious life.
When God is Silent Over the years, people have been limiting God in their lives. When they do, God hides His face from them. A man can
prevent God from working in his favor, business, spiritual life and handwork. In this all revealing book you will learn what those things are that
can make God a spectator in a person’s life, what the consequences of God’s silence are, and the secrets of how to stay in tune with God.
Prayers to Move from Minimum to Maximum offers practical help to those who have an eye on moving from minimum to maximum. It doubles
both as a teaching manual and a prayer manual. The thrust of this book is that the lowest can become the highest, the poorest can become
the richest, while those who are grappling with failure can become achievers. This book will teach your fingers to war and your hands to fight.
Now is the time to pray your way from minimum to maximum.
In these times, the enemy of man ha released an array of wicked, raging spirits against mankind. these spirits are resolute, fierce and
unrelenting in their daily assaults on man. Unless a counter initiative is put into operation, many will be torn apart. Indeed, many are being
gradually destroyed by these powers..... This powerful prayer manual gives you facilities to arrest these raging spirits. The prayer points in
this book targets 70 different spirits robbing you from your destiny. The book is an essential tool for prayer warriors..

If you do not know where you are going someone else will tell you where to go. One aspect of human life on which the enemy has
really worked hard is the focus in life. Having the knowledge of your placement in life determines your progress. Anything that
does not allow you to find out what God has called you to do, or that is blocking you from seeing what He has appointed you to do,
closes the gate of your assignment against you and becomes your greatest enemy. This book will teach you how to know your
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God, how to get to know your enemy, how to pray and enquire of God to discover His purpose for your life and how to live a holy
and broken life.
It is a good thing to talk about prosperity and to preach about it. But the subject of prosperity must be balanced with the subject of
holiness so that after we have prospered, we would not go to hell fire. There is however indeed the power to prosper! Find out!
Disgracing Evil Local Weapons “Every geographical area has its own evil forces and evil weapons; every country has its own
satanic technology. Some of the prayer points we pray can help in some places while they would be completely useless in other
places because what you may be addressing is not there.” Get empowered with discerning eyes and mind as you read this book.
Prophecy is history in advance. It is foretelling or prediction. There are good and evil prophecies. There are harmless prophecies
and there are harmful prophecies. In this book, we shall be looking at the topic titled, "Destroying Destructive Prophecy." When
somebody pronounces a vindictive prophecy against you, what you need to do is to utter a counter prophecy. When two
prophecies confront each other, the one that is backed by the power of God will defeat the one that is backed by evil powers. Read
on..
This is a highly prophetic book from the pen of a globally respected prophet. The book undertakes an incisive analysis of the
present day dilemma as far as the thermometer of spiritual vitality is concerned. The author posits that it is either holy madness or
horrible disgrace. This is a challenge to our generation. Dr. Daniel Olukoya has, in the pages of this book, spoken passionately to
a generation that is fast missing out on the cutting edge of spiritual currency. The pages of Holy Madness or Horrible Disgrace
sound an alarm to the careless, warn the lukewarm and awake the dying conscience of believers who have lost touch with divine
reality. This book will introduce far reaching changes into your life. The content will challenge you to reject every form of disgrace.
Do you want to become too hot to handle by your enemies? Then, get this book!
This 125 chapter, page turner accurately diagnoses and proffers fail-proof prayers for breakthroughs in diverse, challenging lifesituations; ranging from Prayers for Spiritual growth, Profitable sales, Divine favour, Marital breakthroughs, Salvation of loved
ones, Victory in Court, Success in Exams, Career Breakthroughs, Victory over Nightmares, Success in Ministry, Breaking Curses,
Divine Healing leading to Divine health guarantees, Deliverance from satanic attacks and many more. Prayer Rain provides a way
out for all those wallowing helplessly under satanic harassment. Knowing what to do and, and doing it right could make a
difference between who sinks or swims in the river of life. Prayer Rain is a spiritual life-jacket. Endeavour to own your own copy!
Christian Prayer Manual. Spiritual Warfare Manual. Prayer for Deliverance. Gethsemanic Prayer Model. Kingdom Prayer Style.
Apostolic Decrees. Prayer Points.
God is a God of priority. One's priority determines his destination and his destiny. Beloved, taking first things first reduces complex
problems to manageable levels. What is your top priority? Are you interested in changing your world? Why do you exist? What is
your life all about? You will find answers to those questions in this book.

The Battle Against the Spirit of Impossibility Uncommon battles require uncommon warfare strategies. The new warfare
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strategy, which the Holy Ghost has factored, is the subject of this book. Divinely inspired, well researched, carefully
written, well laced with scriptures and offered in a simple readable form. This book will put paid to every form of spiritual
harassment. It will surely deal a decisive blow on every enemy of your progress. Careful attention to details coupled with
the aggressive use of the prayer points contained in this book will give you a permanent victory over the spirit of
impossibility.
The Problem of Bewitched Hands and Feet Each organ that is in the body physically has a spiritual significance and
symbol. For example, the head in the spirit is the symbol of your destiny. The legs are the symbol of movement and it
means that if the legs are tied spiritually, it does not mean that the person will not move around but that person will not
make any progress. If the hands of a person are tied spiritually, the person could be beating drums and fighting all about
or cook, nothing good will come out of it. The hands in the spirit represent a person's labour; or handiwork. Rare
knowledge awaits you as you read this book.
God has designed sophisticated weapons of spiritual warfare to enable the believer experience victory in the battles of
life. Deliverance from the Limiting Powers offers total deliverance from all forms of bondage and oppression. The
approach is thorough, the style is simple and the presentation is digestible. This book is divinely arranged as a means of
cancelling every programme of exchange orchestrated by demonic forces. The prayer points will prove a formidable
weapon as far as the recovery of stolen virtues are concerned.
This book is a spiritual warfare manual specifically targeted at destroying diseases and infirmities. The secrets of using
artillery of prayers against bad health are clearly outlined. You do not have to be a slave to the spirit of infirmity any more.
This is a book that will deal a deadly and destructive blow on the spirits of death and hell. Every Christian, home, prayer
group, intercessor, healing minister, hospital and clinic should have a copy of this book. Prayers from this book has been
released by the Holy Spirit to kill every sickness and disease.
In the olden days, there used to be a very popular saying which is still very relevant today. It says, "Kill the spider and
there would be no cobwebs." A lot of people abandon the problem (spider) and keep themselves busy fighting the
cobwebs and then confusion sets in.
You are welcome into the realm of taking over your territory! The manual in your hand is designed with different prayer
topics on singles' related issues. Prepare your mind and determine to indeed reclaim your original status. See you at the
top!
Prayer Passport is a compendium of rare and powerful prayer points. It has been divinely designed to turn tragedy to
triumph, sickness to health, failure to success, powerlessness to uncommon strengths as well as problems to
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testimonies. Prayer Passport addresses the root of complex problems and provides total solutions to recurrent attacks
from the kingdom of darkness. This is a unique spiritual warfare manual. This book will lead you into a glorious destiny.
With Prayer Passport in your hands, the Kingdom of darkness is in trouble. This is indeed your passport to breakthrough,
prosperity, peace, power, uncommon testimonies and an entrance into the realm where you will possess your
possessions.
God makes the impossible possible and gives grace to accomplish the incredible. He makes people hit spiritual jackpot.
We must wage war against the powers that oppose the perfect will of God for us and violently contend for our
breakthrough. This book gives us the keys to spectacular breakthroughs.
There are entities known as capacity blockers who cage and derail the people destinies. In this good we are brought face to face with the
God of Rehoboth, who is the God of new things, the God of enlargement. As we get to know this God and say the suggested prayers, we will
receive the necessary back-up for progress and enlargement.
Do you experience the near-success syndrome? Do you experience the near-mirror syndrome? Do you experience the almost there spirit?
Do you find yourself on a satanic mount Pisgah, where you behold your land of promise but you cannot gain access to it? Do you notice
consistent failure at the edge of breakthroughs? Are you presently confronting the anti-harvest spirit? Do you notice that whenever things are
about to work for you, something goes wrong and the breakthrough fizzles away? Then This is the book for you. This book will catapult you
from the valley of despair unto the mountain of victory. This is a book for the Eagles of God who will mount up with wings.
Deliverance from Multiple Bondage Everybody has one challenge or the other to contend with in life. It is one thing to identify and recognize
the challenge, it is another thing to know the solution to the challenge.This book contains a detailed account of the spiritually traceable
bondages under which human beings are knowingly or unknowingly operating. The bondage could be cryptic and hidden and may require the
death of your King Uzziah to have a view of it. Can you identify the root of the bondages in your life? Do you know their origins? Do you know
how to uproot, destroy and overcome the bondages? The answers to these questions are contained in this book. Get ‘em!
This 125 chapter, page turner accurately diagnoses and proffers fail-proof prayers for breakthroughs in diverse, challenging life-situations;
ranging from Prayers for Spiritual growth, Profitable sales, Divine favour, Marital breakthroughs, Salvation of loved ones, Victory in Court,
Success in Exams, Career Breakthroughs, Victory over Nightmares, Success in Ministry, Breaking Curses, Divine Healing leading to Divine
health guarantees, Deliverance from satanic attacks and many more.Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those wallowing helplessly under
satanic harassment. Knowing what to do and, and doing it right could make a difference between who sinks or swims in the river of life.Prayer
Rain is a spiritual life-jacket. Endeavour to own your own copy! Christian Prayer Manual. Spiritual Warfare Manual. Prayer for Deliverance.
Gethsemanic Prayer Model. Kingdom Prayer Style. Apostolic Decrees. Prayer Points.
There is urgent need for revival in the church as body and in the lives of individual Christian. A Christian must hunger and thirst for spiritual
growth. Many Christians are in a state of spiritual slumber. We must wake up or end up in hell. When there is revival, people show concern
for where they will spend eternity; they begin to hunger and thirst after God in earnest. To make heaven, Christians must make every
necessary sacrifice to get revived. This book is a wake-up call for those who are in spiritual slumber. It is a pointer to the part we must take
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and the pitfalls we must avoid if we must be revived. One thing is sure, if you digest the contents of this book and say the prayers with your
whole heart, you will know, and neighbours will testify that something new has happed in your life.
Deliverance through the Watches is prayer programme that runs throughout a whole day in 3 hours interval starting 6am. This gives a total of
7 Prayer Watches. It gives you focus in the place of prayer.
The subject of prayer covers a wide range of areas. There are specific prayer patterns for specific areas of needs. A lot of people, as a result
of being surrounded by enemies are searching desperately for help. This book is written with understanding and maturity for students in the
school of spiritual warfare who desire victory over the enemy. The prayer points are explosive, the Biblical references are powerful while the
approach is thoroughly practical. This is an opportunity to exercise fresh dominion over the enemy and experience resounding victory. This
book will teach you how to vomit fire into the territory of the enemy.
The Chain breaker is an uncommon deliverance book, specially packaged to break every chain and set the captives free. It is an easy to use
manual focusing on individual needs and addressing every spectrum of human need for total liberty. Each section contains exhaustive
analysis of common areas of bondage. There are practical symptoms as well as prayer points vomited by the Holy Ghost to break such
common chains. It is well researched and offered in digestible manner. The Chain breaker is a unique manual that would break the chains of
oppression and satanic bondage.
The Power of Brokenness is an eye opener on the link between godly virtues and divine blessings. It addresses a forgotten truth which is
needed by believers who desire spiritual survival in this generation. The essence of brokenness is described severally in every chapter.
Symptoms of lack of brokenness are enumerated regardless of whose ox gored. This book will ignite in your heart the fire of fresh passion for
inner holiness. The prayer points will also extract from your life the dregs of carnality. You will discover a wave of righteousness.
Life is full of enemies. The Good Lord has enemies, otherwise why would the psalmist declare "arise O Lord and let your enemies be
scattered". "Pray for your enemies .....", the bible also declared. it is clear however that the enemy must be appropriately and properly
handled. How you fare in life may well depend on what you make of your enemies. The author has put the enemy in the proper perspective. If
your star must rise and shine this book is a must!
Many children are passing through difficulties in life that can be avoided through the prayers of the parents. On a 30-day schedule, as a
parent, you will become a first-line intercessor for your children. These practical prayers with practical results will definitely encourage you.
Get your copy and hear from the One who has promised that your children shall be for signs and wonders.
Principles of Prayer is a book that is specially vomited by the Holy Ghost to teach every believer the power, the pattern and the timeless
principles which will always produce results. The author, in a masterly manner, unveils certain neglected Biblical principles which will enable
the reader employ the unlimited powers of effectual prayer. The book contains proof-producing prayer points, captivating illustrations and
practical testimonies drawn from the experiences of students in the school of prayer. This book will enable you to turn life's challenges to
testimonies, problems to promotion and satanic attacks to avenues for proving the efficacy of the power of God.
Pray Your Way to Breakthroughs enhances the prayer life with sharper focus. It is designed to expose and cut at the root of spiritual problems
in order to bring victory. Matthew 3:10 says, "And now also the axe is laid to the root of the trees: therefore every tree which brings not forth
good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire." Stubborn and recurring problems may be the result of not attacking them at their roots – this
book provides help to identify and attack those roots.
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This is deliverance book with a difference. It is a product of research carried out by a frontline deliverance minister and a spiritual warfare
expert. It mirrors the true situation of multitudes who are grappling with failure, non-achievement and tragedy. It is a brilliant expose of one of
the most wicked strategies of the devil. This book will provide total help from those who are tied down in the spirit. The prayer points as well
as the illumination provided in ths book will liberate you from the shackles of stubborn enemies and oppressors.
PRAYER STRATEGIES FOR SINGLES The Battle Cry Christian Ministries
10 Reasons, 10 Rules, 10 Weapons Are you fighting the inevitable battles of life for the wrong reasons, with the wrong rules and with the
wrong weapons? “Not all fingers are appropriate to pick the nose”. Ignorance can damage you and your chances in life. Physical weapons
against spiritual problems will surely bring defeat. The servant of God has again been inspired to dwell on reasons, rules and weapons for the
battles of life, from an uncommon point of view. Please read on!
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